[1] Since Saturn orbit insertion (SOI), Cassini has performed numerous crossings of Saturn's inner moons' L shells. The Low-Energy Magnetospheric Measurement System (LEMMS) has detected a large number of microsignatures in its lowest-energy electron channels (20-100 keV) as well as in the MeV energy range. We have catalogued and analyzed more than 70 microsignatures in the LEMMS data from the first 22 Cassini orbits and have correlated their evolution with electron diffusive processes. Our results on the L-dependence of the radial diffusion coefficients, D LL , show that radial microdiffusion driven by magnetic field impulses is the dominant mechanism to account for their refilling. The dependency of D LL from equatorial pitch angles also points toward this mechanism. The large scattering of the D LL values at Tethys and Dione suggest that these field impulses might be related to injections. Our analysis also supports the, inferred from pre-Cassini studies, filtering effect by the icy moons on radially diffusing electrons, which starts at the orbit of Dione, at 6.28 Saturn radii, R s . This is suggested primarily by the very low radial diffusion speeds and by the characteristics of four microsignatures attributed to the moons Mimas and Epimetheus that all seem to have been formed in energies between 1.6 and 3.5 MeV. Despite the low D LL , diffusing electrons can escape absorption and be transported in the inner magnetosphere due to nonaxisymmetric drift shells, which can be detected even along the orbit of Enceladus. We estimate that a significant contribution to the filtering comes from the core of the E ring. Our results also show that L displacements due to the nonaxisymmetric drift shells are orders of magnitude higher than the icy moon L shell variability due to the nonzero eccentricities and inclinations, and total plasma losses on the moon surfaces should be reevaluated. We also examine the energy dependence of D LL and we present a series of possible explanations for the faster depletion of microsignatures at MeV energies. Using the high-energy resolution PHA channels we assess that this faster depletion could result partly from an increase of D LL with energy. The larger passbands of the high-energy electron detectors could amplify the erosion of the microsignature signal. 
Introduction
[2] Absorption features in the magnetospheres of the outer planets are classified into two main categories: macrosignatures and microsignatures. Macrosignatures are the permanent and azimuthally averaged decreases of the count rates in the radial distribution of the energetic particles. Microsignatures are count rate decreases that are strongly dependent on the longitudinal distance between the signature location and the absorbing body. Satellites, rings, or dust concentrations can be the source of both macrosignatures and microsignatures.
[3] After the first flybys at the outer planets by the Pioneer and Voyager probes, it became evident that charged particle absorption features in the radiation belts are important tracers of magnetospheric dynamical features and parameters. Many studies focused mainly on the relation of these absorption features to energetic particle diffusion and to the validity of magnetic field models.
[4] Assuming that energetic particle absorption is the dominant loss mechanism of protons at Io's distance, Thomsen et al. [1977a Thomsen et al. [ , 1977b analyzed proton macrosignatures to determine the upper limits and the L-dependence of the radial diffusion coefficients (D LL ), as well as the source mechanism for the radial diffusion in the Jovian magnetosphere (''L'' stands for the dipole L shell parameter).
[5] Despite the limited time resolution of the Galileo spacecraft data due to the high gain antenna deployment failure, energetic particle data have also been used to extend these results, such as in the work of Cohen et al. [2000] and Paranicas et al. [2003] . A microsignature from the jovian moon Amalthea was considered to evaluate and improve Jovian magnetospheric field models [Randall, 1998] . Relevant studies have taken advantage of the charged particle bounce motion that propagates the absorption effects at high-latitude field lines. As this bounce motion follows the shape of the field line, any field distortion is ''coded'' and can be extracted by monitoring the location of the absorption region, with respect to the expected location in a purely dipole field, during a high-latitude, flux tube crossing of a moon.
[6] Absorption signatures from the Uranian and the Neptunian moons have been correlated with diffusion parameters and mechanisms [e.g., Selesnick and Stone, 1991, 1994] . In that paper, the authors did not limit their calculation to radial diffusion but also estimated pitch angle diffusion coefficients.
[7] Absorption regions correlated with moons and rings are also important for characterizing the Saturnian magnetosphere. The dipole axis of Saturn's intrinsic magnetic field is almost aligned and colocated with its rotation axis. Therefore all charged particles pass through the magnetic equator as they bounce. Unlike at other planets, even equatorial particles are continuously absorbed by an extended ring system and by a series of moons with almost circular and equatorial orbits within the radiation belts. As a consequence, losses of particles to the icy moon surfaces and ring particles are expected to be higher compared to the losses at the other planetary magnetospheres.
[8] Carbary et al. [1983] give a good summary of the Voyager 1 and 2 findings. Among the important results were the calculation of D LL at the distance of Dione and the evaluation of various magnetic field models. Satellite sweeping theory and modeling approaches were developed to reconstruct single events or to consistently explain the full datasets of observations [Paonessa and Cheng, 1985; Fillius, 1988; Paranicas and Cheng, 1997] .
[9] Vogt et al. [1982] investigated various configurations of Saturn's dipole field and ring current using an MeV electron microsignature from Tethys. Van Allen et al. [1980] extracted D LL values from a Mimas absorption signature. They also suggested that a filtering effect to radially diffusing electrons is taking place at Enceladus that results in a monoenergetic electron spectrum in the innermost Saturnian radiation belts.
[10] However, no consistent picture could be drawn from all the pre-Cassini studies. Paonessa and Cheng [1986] show D LL estimates from different studies extending over five orders of magnitude. A number of reasons could account for this scatter, such as dependencies on particle species and energy. Instrumental effects that could amplify differences imposed by these dependencies can also not be ruled out (section 4.2). Most likely, the low statistical value of the observations did not allow any such dependencies to be resolved. The assumptions associated with the analysis might also influence the result. In several cases, ''ghost'' absorbing bodies orbiting at the same L shell have been theorized to account for the observed signatures [Simpson et al., 1980; Chenette and Stone, 1983; Selesnick, 1993] .
[11] The first Cassini studies of satellite microsignatures have already shown how statistics can help to clear the picture. The overview of Enceladus and Tethys associated depletions seen during the first Cassini orbits [Roussos et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2006] , in conjunction with single case studies at these two moons [Paranicas et al., 2005] , already constrained the electron D LL values. Among others, Paranicas et al. [2005] have shown how instrumental effects can mislead. Jones et al. [2006] have introduced a new method for determining plasma corotation frequencies, while the displacement of the microsignatures from the expected locations gave the first direct clues for strong deviation of the particle drift shells from axisymmetry, even at very low L values .
[12] In this study we attempt to better understand the structure and dynamics of the Saturnian magnetosphere by using the microsignature observations as a very powerful tool. We extend the results of these first Cassini studies using electron microsignature observations of the MIMI/ LEMMS sensor onboard Cassini [Krimigis et al., 2004] . By using data from the first 22 orbits (July 2004 to December 2005), we evaluate radial diffusion coefficients and their various dependencies. The implications for diffusion mechanisms, plasma transport, and the structure of the electron energy spectrum of the inner magnetosphere are discussed, taking into consideration also the characteristics of the particle drift shells, as these are implied by the microsignature observations.
Icy Moons in Saturn's Inner Magnetosphere
[13] Between 2.32 R s (F ring) and 9 R s from the center of Saturn (1 R s = 60268 km), seven moons with a diameter greater than 100 km orbit the planet. Table 1 lists the typical characteristics of the orbits and sizes of these moons. It is a reasonable assumption to consider that all the orbits of the moons are equatorial. In addition, we assume that all orbits, apart from that of Mimas, Janus, and Epimetheus, are circular. For these three moons we will take into account their eccentricity, since this has proven to be significant, as shown by Van Allen et al. [1980] .
[14] We also consider the presence of the E ring, which was confirmed to primarily originate at the cryovolcanic moon Enceladus Porco et al., 2006; Spahn et al., 2006] , and extends mainly between 3 and 8 R s [Baum et al., 1981] . A more compact and slightly denser ring (G ring) is present between the orbits of Mimas and the Janus and Epimetheus pair. All moons are assumed to be perfect absorbers of energetic particles, except for Enceladus, which was found to deviate from this behavior, at least for the sub-MeV electrons . This assumption seems to be adequate for Tethys, Dione, and Rhea, based on data from close flybys.
[15] Two more relatively large moons (always with respect to keV/MeV electron gyroradius), Prometheus and Pandora, with diameters of 100 and 84 km, respectively, orbit in the innermost magnetosphere. However, as these two moons are inside the main ring system and close to the F ring, the energetic particle environment is complex and the absorption features are much more structured. Therefore their analysis is beyond the scope of this study. Finally, newly discovered kilometer-sized moons or the Lagrangian co-orbitals of Tethys and Dione were shown to cause no large-scale losses in the energetic particle population [Roussos et al., , 2007 and will also not be considered in this report.
Energetic Electron Motion
[16] Energetic particle motion in Saturn's magnetosphere has been qualitatively described in a number of previous studies Paranicas et al., 2005; Jones et al., 2006] , but for completeness we also include a detailed summary here. The mathematical description of energetic particle motion is given by Thomsen and Van Allen [1980] . We point out that constants in several of these formulae have been slightly modified to account for the different Saturn radius that we use, as well as for the different equatorial surface dipole magnetic field (0.21 G instead of 0.20 G).
[17] The formulas given by Thomsen and Van Allen [1980] start to deviate notably between 8.5 and 15 R s , a region where strong nondipolar effects occur [Birmingham, 1982] . This region includes Rhea and therefore any results based on Rhea microsignatures will take this into consideration. Here we do not take into account the small northward displacement of Saturn's magnetic field source as this produces a correction well within the error bars of our calculations.
Electron Drift Motion
[18] The drift motion of energetic electrons has two important elements: an eastward drift due to the corotation electric field of Saturn (W) and a drift due to gradient in the magnetic field and a curvature of the field lines (w gc ). The corotational drift occurs on curves of equal electrostatic potential. In the absence of additional electric fields, they coincide with the curves of equal magnetic field where gradient and curvature drift takes place and, approximately, with the L shells of the icy moons (due to the spin-magnetic axis alignment). Therefore if w k is the Keplerian orbital angular velocity of a moon, the drift frequency of an energetic electron with respect to that moon is
The dimensionless parameter f c (L) f c corresponds to the corotation fraction at the approximate L shell of each moon. The same equation can also give the drift frequency relative to corotation (w rc ), if w k is set to zero.
[19] The gradient and curvature drifts depend on three parameters: the L shell (L), the particle kinetic energy (E), and the equatorial pitch angle (a eq ). For certain combinations of L and a eq an energy exists where w rk or w rc are zero for electrons. We call these energies resonant energies with respect to the Keplerian motion, and with respect to corotation (E rk and E rc , respectively). At each L, there is a range of resonant energies, corresponding to different a eq . Figure 1 shows the L and a eq dependence of E rk and E rc for f c = 1.
[20] For E < E rk , electrons drift faster than the moons and depletions occur downstream (ahead) of a moon's orbital motion. For E rk < E < E rc , electrons counterdrift with respect to the moon and depletions occur in the upstream (behind) the moons' orbital motion, but electrons continue to move in the sense of corotation (eastward). For even higher energies and at E > E rc , gradient and curvature drifts are so strong that electrons drift opposite to the corotation direction (westward).
[21] E rk is fundamental for the Saturnian radiation belts, since at this energy electrons have very low probability of being absorbed by the moon because they are drifting close to the moon's orbital speed and can therefore diffuse or drift freely. On the other hand, E rc is important since around that energy the effect of corotation vanishes and any additional electric fields define the electron drift shell shape.
Electron Bounce and Gyration Motion
[22] Electrons within the energy range of our study have much smaller gyroradii than the icy moons' radii. Therefore if the electron's guiding center intersects the moon, we say it is absorbed. On the other hand, non-90°equatorial pitch angle electrons can escape absorption if the azimuthal path they traverse during half a bounce period is greater than the diameter of the absorbing moon.
[23] Figure 2 shows that even for nearly field-aligned particles with high bounce periods, the path traversed (for energies between 20 keV and 5 MeV) is always smaller than the diameter of the icy moons. Gyroradius effects could be important at the distance of Rhea for a few MeVelectrons, but no significant fluxes of MeV electrons are present at L > 7. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that all energetic electrons are lost when their guiding center field line passes through the moon. This has also been tested with similar results in the various modeling approaches referenced in the introduction.
Corotation Fractions
[24] Data from the Voyager 1 and 2 spacecraft have shown that the magnetosphere is not corotating rigidly in the region occupied by the icy satellites. Voyager 1 and 2 measured velocities down to 60% of the rigid corotation Janus and Epimetheus's orbital data vary, as this system has a special dynamical behavior. Since Cassini crossed Janus's and Epimetheus's orbits only during SOI, the given constants refer to that period only. [Bridge et al., 1981 [Bridge et al., , 1982 Richardson, 1986] . Most of the previous microsignature studies have, however, assumed that f c = 1 at all L. Our approach considers different f c values in the vicinity of each moon.
[25] These values can be extracted in a number of ways: Jones et al. [2006] have shown that during the upstream close Enceladus flybys, a narrow energy range existed above which a clear moon wake appeared. This transition energy corresponds to E rk . Because at E rk , w rk = 0, equation (1) gives,
where w gc is defined at E rk . Table 1 . We see that in every case the particles drift shorter distances than the moons' diameters. The peculiar shape for the 1.0 MeV curve is because electrons become resonant with the Keplerian motion at two L values. The vertical lines are the same as in Figure 1 . Rhea (26 November 2005) , this background source was absent but the fluxes of electrons above a few hundred keV, where E rk is expected to be, were too low to detect this transition. For Mimas, Janus, and Epimetheus, there were no close flybys.
[27] As a consequence, for these five moons we manually extract f c values from the study of Saur et al. [2004] , where they modelled the radial profile for the azimuthal plasma velocity at Saturn and matched it with the Voyager 1 and 2 measurements. The values we adopt for Dione agree with the ones of the model. For Enceladus there is a disagreement, as the model implies rigid corotation. We use f c < 1, as this results from two studies, with two different instruments (CAPS and LEMMS) [Tokar et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2006] and also because the model fits were extrapolated to L < 4 and not fitted to data at that distance. In Table 1 we list the values of f c that we will use in our calculations.
Instrumentation
[28] In this study we analyze electron data from the MIMI/LEMMS sensor. LEMMS is one of the three detectors that comprise the Magnetospheric Imaging Instrument (MIMI) aboard the Cassini spacecraft [Krimigis et al., 2004] . Since energetic particle microsignatures are smallscale and strongly energy-dependent magnetospheric structures, their analysis requires a good understanding of LEMMS's characteristics and performance. We discuss these in the following paragraphs, limiting the discussion on the electron detectors which are relevant for this paper:
LEMMS Characteristics
[29] The electron measurements of LEMMS that we will analyze cover the energy range between 20 keV and a few MeV. Sixteen rate channels with coarse energy resolution are defined: C0 -C7, that measure electrons between 18 and 745.3 keV, and the E0 -E7 channels for electrons of 95 keV up to a few tens of MeV. The typical time resolution for the 16 rate channels is 5.375 s per data point. Three electron priority rate channels, C1, C5 and E4, can also provide eight times higher time resolution. A list of the characteristics of the 16 channels is given in Table 2 . With increasing energy, the energy width (passband) of the channels also increases, a fact that is very important for our analysis, as it will be discussed later in this paper.
[30] We point out that although we have fairly accurate energy passbands and geometrical factors for the E channels, there is still some uncertainty in the exact numbers that is still being worked out. For this reason we will be very careful in treating results derived from the E channel recordings, especially if we believe that a change in the instrumental parameters can significantly affect the conclusions.
[31] In order to achieve high-energy resolution, LEMMS uses a Pulse Height Analyzer (PHA) that can divide an electron spectogram into 128 energy steps for energies between 20 keV and 2 MeV. The PHA channels have the typical time resolution of LEMMS, that is 5.375 s per data point.
[32] LEMMS also gives information on the particle pitch angles, by taking into account the orientation of the magnetic field obtained by the magnetometer experiment [Dougherty et al., 2004] . As the sensor rotates on a platform with a period of 86 s, pitch angle coverage is achieved with an angular extent that depends on the spacecraft orientation. Therefore when LEMMS rotates, the priority channels are actually of high angular resolution, rather than high time resolution. In this case, the time resolution for any one direction is 86 s. The $15°opening angle of the LEMMS telescopes defines the angular resolution of the instrument, which is much lower than needed in order to monitor effects associated with the small northward displacement of Saturn's northward magnetic equator.
[33] When the sensor does not rotate (which is true for all orbits after 2 February 2005), LEMMS is monitoring a very narrow pitch angle range with a high time resolution in that fixed direction. Greater pitch angle coverage is achieved only during spacecraft attitude changes. This is a definite advantage for the detection and observation of the fine structure of satellite absorption signatures. Pitch angle distributions within the absorption signatures are available in a few cases, observed during the first four orbits of Cassini. For the rest of the orbits, we compensate for the poor coverage by having studied more than 70 events at various pitch angles.
Penetrating Radiation and Light Contamination
[34] As discussed by Paranicas et al. [2005] , each LEMMS channel measures the sum of a foreground and a background signal. Proper interpretation of the data requires background subtraction, whenever this is possible. Two background sources exist.
[35] The first is contamination by solar UV light that enters the LEMMS sensor either directly, or through reflection on the spacecraft body. These events produce sharp increases in the C channel count rates, which are easy to identify. As these events cannot be corrected, they are excluded from our analysis.
[36] The second and most significant background source are particles of a few MeV. This population, that we refer to E3 -E5 channels could possibly have a slightly higher threshold than 665 keV, as during the close upstream flybys of Enceladus, an almost 100% depletion was recorded. Knowing that the resonant energy at that flyby was $800 keV could suggest that E3 -E5 monitor electrons greater than that value.
as ''penetrating radiation,'' is so energetic that it can either penetrate the LEMMS structure directly, or otherwise produce secondary radiation (Bremsstrahlung). As some energy of this radiation is deposited within the LEMMS structure, the resultant background appears at lower energies than the original penetrating particles and affects primarily the C channels.
[37] The extraction of the foreground values can be rather complicated. As the full calibration and background reduction is an ongoing process, for the purposes of this study we will instead use a simple approximation to reduce the penetrator levels. The principle of this approximation is based on the dispersion of electron wakes or absorption signatures above and below the Keplerian resonant energy, E rk , as discussed in section 3.1.
[38] This dispersion suggests that absorption signatures above and below the resonant energy cannot be observed in the same position and have the same structure, since if the high-energy signatures have drifted q degrees, the lowenergy cases should have drifted 360-q degrees with respect to the moon. However, whenever an upstream, MeV microsignature is seen, we simultaneously detect an absorption signature with the same structure also in the low-energy channels. The decrease in the low energies is not real, but corresponds to the background decrease, as we are in a region with less penetrating radiation.
[39] If we take this into account, in combination with the 100% electron depletion close to the moon (section 3.2), then during a close, upstream flyby, all the MeV electron noise is removed. The decrease in the low-energy channels reveals the levels of penetrating radiation in each of these channels. On the other hand, during close downstream flybys 100% of electrons below E rk are removed instead of MeV penetrators. Here, the remaining counts correspond to the penetrating radiation. If the flyby is not close, then this method sets only lower or upper limits to the penetrator levels.
[40] According to these principles, we give the values of the relative penetrating radiation contribution to the C channels ( Figure 3 ). Channels C4-C7 have a very low foreground in most regions and cannot be used in their current form.
[41] E0 -E2 seem more reliable, but their energy widths cannot assure us that they cover electrons only below or above E rk . E7 registers very low counts in most cases and it is difficult to extract microsignature data from it. In addition, for the energy of electrons of E7, gyroradius effects are important, which can introduce many complications.
[42] Therefore we decide to use data mainly from E3-E6, which detect as foreground some of what we are calling penetrators. We do not make a subtraction in this case. For the C channels we will mainly use data from C0-C3.
[43] Results shown in Figure 3 should be interpreted carefully. The values of $70% of penetrating radiation in C0-C7 at L < 3.5 and that of $90% for the C4-C7 at the orbit of Dione do not suggest that LEMMS cannot measure a possible existing strong foreground signal. Rather than that they imply a very low signal of keV electrons at L < 3.5 due to a possible electron filtering effect suggested a number of studies , [Chenette and Figure 3 . Relative contribution of penetrating radiation to the count rates of the C channels. Continuous lines correspond to C0-C3 channels (solid: C0, thick solid line: C1, short dash: C2, dash-dot: C3). Unconnected points correspond to C4-C7 channels (diamonds: C4, triangles: C5, squares: C6, x: C7). As expected, penetrating radiation increases at low L. Foreground keV fluxes are sufficient to extract information through C0 -C3 channels for L > 4.5. C4-C7 are in many cases dominated by penetrating background, although the high values at the distance of Dione could have alternative interpretations (see section 4.2). Most of this information was extracted through data from close flybys at Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, and Rhea. At Mimas, Janus, and Epimetheus, the estimated penetrating radiation contributions are only lower limits, as these come from observations of diffused MeV microsignatures. Stone, 1983] . This decreases significantly the signal to noise ratio for these detectors.
[44] The absence of a few hundred keV electrons at Dione leads to a similar picture for C4 -C7. Furthermore, subcorotation at Dione's distance results in very low values of E rk . The very high relative background values of channels C5 to C7 could be attributed to misinterpreting the direction of motion of the C5-C7 electrons with respect to the moon.
[45] This analysis does not reveal the full extent of penetrator contributions which relate to many parameters, such as the absolute MeV fluxes and the parameters upon which they depend (time, radial distance, latitude, and local time). Spacecraft orientation is also important: LEMMS is better shielded if it is pointed in the direction of Cassini's own wake. As such an extensive analysis is not currently possible, unless otherwise stated, we subtract the penetrating background according to Figure 3 . These values help to construct a more realistic picture of the LEMMS measurements at low L values.
Analysis Methods
[46] The general concept of the analysis that follows is based on the described and discussed previous sections: As energetic electrons circulate in the radiation belts, they are continuously absorbed by the icy moons. The empty electron flux tubes will continue to ''drift'' in the radiation belts, with the properties of the predepletion electrons (what happens in reality is that the electrons leading and trailing the absorption region continue to drift with zero relative velocity, giving the impression that the absorption region is drifting in the manner of the predepletion electrons).
[47] These absorption regions have flux gradients whose presence is not consistent with the radiation belt dynamics. Diffusive processes will tend to smooth them out. By studying the fill-in as a function of azimuthal separation from each moon (or equally, drift time), we can assess these processes.
[48] Figure 4 shows a typical example of a microsignature, seen on day 141 of 2005 close to the expected position of Tethys's dipole L shell. Using this example as a reference, we discuss our analysis methods that will help us extract information on electron diffusion.
[49] The profile of the absorption region in Figure 4 is shallower and broader compared to what it was immediately after the electron depletion on Tethys's surface. This is primarily the effect of diffusion, and most likely radial diffusion. Other eroding mechanisms, such as pitch angle diffusion and energy dispersion are discussed in the following sections. Azimuthal diffusion can be neglected, according to Simpson et al. [1980] .
[50] Magnetic perturbations within the absorption region are insignificant and are not expected to contribute to their refilling: within the radiation belts, plasma beta values are in the order of 10 À4 -10 À1 [Maurice et al., 1996] and therefore the magnetic field dominates the charged particle kinemat- Figure 4 . A characteristic example of a microsignature in the LEMMS data set: fluxes of different electron channels are plotted against time. The absorption region produced by Tethys is clearly seen between 0100 and 0112. The vertical bar around 0137 indicates the position of Tethys's L shell, according to a simple centered, dipole magnetic field source. Note also that no signature is seen for the 181.9 -319.5 keV electrons (C5), which is most likely the result of significant penetrating radiation contribution to the signal of this detector (see Figure 3 ). In the horizontal axis, the radial distance, the local time, and the latitude of Cassini are given.
ics. Furthermore, cold plasma flux tubes, which primarily contribute to the plasma pressure at these distances, do not empty completely due to the increase of the electron bounce period at sub-keV energies, and the large gyroradii and bounce periods of ions at all energies. As a result, the total pressure practically remains constant without the necessity of a response from the magnetic field (except maybe in the immediate wake of an obstacle), even when a flux tube is completely empty of energetic particles.
[51] As the scale of the microsignatures is of the order of 10 À2 R s , it is more appropriate to say that microdiffusion refills them. Even if other diffusive processes exist, they cannot account for this refilling as they transport electrons at larger spatial scales. Therefore whenever we mention radial diffusion in this study, unless otherwise stated, we refer to microdiffusion.
[52] As discussed in section 3.1, an icy moon empties completely the energetic electrons of the flux tubes that it crosses. Let t rk = Dq w rk the time that an electron of certain energy and pitch angle needs to cover the azimuthal angular separation, Dq (in radians), between the icy moon and the absorption region, with the moon/electron relative drift frequency, w rk . Then at t rk = 0 the absorption region should have the shape of a square well, with an extent equaling the moons diameter, that is 2 R, where R is the moon's radius.
[53] If we further assume that radial diffusion primarily shapes the absorption signature profile, then this profile is described analytically as a solution of a local, onedimensional, diffusion equation :
where t = 4D LL t rk /R 2 . D LL is the radial diffusion coefficient, and x is the radial displacement from the center of the signature. The parameter f corresponds to the normalized differential intensities or count rates of the LEMMS detector. The normalization is carried out with respect to the maximum value just outside the microsignature, after the data are detrended and the penetrating background is removed.
[54] We fit this solution to the microsignature profiles with D LL as a free parameter. We perform this at the various moons at different L and energy channels and attempt to extract primarily the L and energy dependence of the D LL .
[55] In order to calculate t rk we use formulas given by Thomsen and Van Allen [1980] . We assume that the drift of the electrons takes place on circular orbits of L + DL/2, where DL is the signature displacement from the expected location and L is the moon's L shell (negative for inward displacements, positive for outward). We will further assume a centered, spin aligned, dipole magnetic field source, which is sufficient for the accuracy that we need in our results. Pitch angle information comes directly from the magnetometer experiment and data on the LEMMS sensor pointing.
[56] Although the observed displacement of the signatures is direct evidence that there are deviations from circular orbits , displacements are only 3 -5% of each moon's L shell, on average. As a result, the t rk calculation is not affected significantly.
[57] Equation (3) is appropriate to describe a monoenergetic microsignature, or, at least, a signature recorded in a detector of small energy width (C channels). The large energy width of the E channels imposes some complication that will be discussed in section 6.
Results
[58] Here we show the results based on the analysis methods presented in section 5. First, we give an overview of the observations. Results on electron microdiffusion are discussed in section 6.2.
Statistics and Overview of Observations
[59] Up to the end 2005, Cassini performed 164 icy moon L shell crossings and microsignatures were found in 74 of these, mainly in the keV electrons. Microsignatures detected in the E channels (MeV range) were less frequent and shallow, even for a few degrees azimuthal separation from the moons. The distribution of the L shell crossings per icy moon and the percentage of crossings where a microsignature was detected are given in Figure 5 .
[60] There is actually much more information in this plot than a simple cataloguing of L shell crossings. Figure 5 shows that in almost 85% of Tethys's L shell crossings a microsignature has been found. We suspect that this percentage is probably higher, since the cases where there was no microsignature detection, spacecraft rotations, LEMMS light contamination or data gaps occurred coincidentally.
[61] This picture qualitatively agrees with the one given by Roussos et al. [2005] and Paranicas et al. [2005] : radial diffusion coefficients at the region of Tethys are very low. Double microsignatures (one recent absorption feature and one that survived more than one full orbit with respect to the moon, both detected during the same L shell crossing ), seem to be a common feature at Tethys.
[62] The detection percentage is lower at Dione, and even lower at Rhea. This is consistent with the increase of D LL in the radiation belts according to the power law:
where D o is a constant and n is a positive dimensionless constant which defines the radial diffusion source [Walt, 1994] . For n = 10 the sources are magnetic field impulses, while for n = 6 the drivers are electric potential fields.
Intermediate values have more complex interpretations.
[63] This sharp decrease of the detection percentage at Rhea (compared to the decrease between Tethys and Dione) indicates fast diffusion rates at L > 8 and also a high n value. What is, however, more peculiar is that inward of Tethys the detection percentage decreases, although D LL values should be very small and the microsignature lifetime should be higher. While increasing penetrating radiation levels could explain the absence of microsignatures in the keV electrons, this does not explain the absence of many MeV electron microsignatures.
[64] This implies that the magnetosphere inside L = 4 is relatively complex in structure. Jones et al. [2006] have discussed the implications of Enceladus's activity and the presence of the E ring in the energetic particle environment.
Increasing penetrating background levels at low L could have also masked a number of shallow and diffused signatures at Enceladus and Mimas.
[65] Van Allen et al. [1980] and Chenette and Stone [1983] have shown evidence for an electron spectrum filtered from keV electrons and with a peak at about 1 MeV, in the inner magnetosphere. The presence of the filtered spectrum is also hinted from our analysis of the penetrating radiation in Section 4.2. In addition, LEMMS measurements in the vicinity of Mimas suggest that the spectral characteristics of this region are indeed peculiar.
[66] Figure 6 shows two events recorded on day 104 and 105 of 2005, during the periapsis of the seventh Cassini orbit. The absorption features appeared simultaneously in almost all LEMMS channels (even in the ion detectors), implying that the real decrease was in the energy range of the penetrating radiation, that is a few MeV (see section 4.2).
[67] All signatures have been detected on the L shells that correspond to the periapsis or apoapsis of Mimas's orbit: physically, this is explained by the large contact time of Mimas with the L shell in these regions, due to its almost zero radial orbital velocity [see Selesnick, 1993, Figure 3] .
[68] Taking Mimas's eccentricity into account, the time the signature needs to drift from Mimas to the spacecraft can be evaluated [see Van Allen et al., 1980] : Assuming a circular orbit for the electron signature, we find the time that Mimas was at the same L shell. We found that the inbound microsignature was created 0.83 or 23.5 hours earlier, while the outbound 4.3 or 26.9 hours earlier. The multiple solutions correspond to the two most recent periapsis passages of Mimas.
[69] Each drift time can provide up to two solutions for the electron energy: one for an eastward drift (E < E rc ) and one for the westward drift (E > E rc ). The results are summarized in Table 3 . Owing to the low fluxes at energies greater than 5 MeV [Chenette and Stone, 1983] , we do not consider the 8.0 and 9.1 MeV solutions.
[70] If we take into account the energy ranges of the E0-E6 channels and the solutions in Table 3 , we conclude that the 1.6 and 2.9 MeV solutions for the inbound trajectory are actually the ones that are recorded in the E0-E6 channels and the decreases in lower-energy C channels (not shown) are of the penetrating background.
[71] For the outbound crossing we find three solutions between 1.8 and 3.5 MeV, approximately in the same energy range as for the inbound signatures. The fact that the inbound and outbound features have comparable geometrical characteristics, might also suggest similar drift times, which makes the 2.4 and 3.5 MeV solutions more probable than the 1.8 MeV one.
[72] A possible absorption feature from Mimas has been found during day 248 of 2005 (1022). The microsignature is very shallow and located close to Mimas's periapsis (but not exactly on the periapsis, L $ 3.03). Eight solutions for the energy are possible, if we assume that this microsignature was probably formed in one of the two earliest Mimas periapsis passages. These solutions suggest a formation between 1.7 and 3.3 MeV with drift times that range from $19 to $45 hours.
[73] The shallowness of the signature could imply a large microsignature lifetime. Alternatively, the dispersion in position effect is applicable in this case and could account for the microsignature depletion. Then the question is why these data reveal only one microsignature. Solutions suggest the detection of many more structures in the energy range of 1 -5 MeV, where the Figure 5 . The number of L shell crossings per icy moon. On the horizontal axis, the abbreviations for the moons are used as in most previous figures. Janus and Epimetheus L shells were crossed only during SOI. Above each bar, the percentage of L shell crossings per icy moon, where a microsignature was observed, is given. We note that at certain times a microsignature could have not been observed due to purely instrumental reasons, such as light contamination of LEMMS, spacecraft rotations or lack of data (LEMMS was switched off). This plot does not separate these cases (small fraction of the total), but we even if those were considered, the overall picture would not change. electron spectrum is thought to be continuous and the electron fluxes considerable [Chenette and Stone, 1983] .
[74] A microsignature in the MeV energy range also appeared between L = 2.535 and L = 2.540 during the inbound SOI trajectory (day 183 of 2004, 0052). Orbital considerations and the assumption for circular drift shells suggest that this microsignature comes from Epimetheus and not Janus. As in the case of Mimas, it is observed at the L shell of Epimetheus's apoapsis and it has probably been formed at 3.4 ± 0.1 MeV.
[75] The lack of microsignatures in 8 out of the 11 crossings of Mimas's, Janus's and Epimetheus's L shells can only be the result of a peaked or not continuous spectrum, the eccentric orbits of those moons and the approximate circular drift shells for L < 3.5. This combination leads to electron holes being quantized features rather than continuous structures at each L, that can only be detected if Cassini is in the right position, at the right time.
[76] A lot of different observations also suggest that a filtering of radially diffusing electrons is taking place, allowing mainly electrons of a few MeV to be present in the vicinity of Mimas and inward. Where and why does this filtering take place are questions that still need to be answered. Are there physical mechanisms that can help electrons ''escape'' this filtering process and populate the inner magnetosphere? We believe that results in the following section shed some light on this matter.
Electron Radial Microdiffusion
[77] The estimation of D LL at the L shells of the icy moons is based on the fit of the solution described by equation (3) to the microsignature profiles, as explained in more detail in section 5. A representative example of such a fit is shown in Figure 7 . The event occurred close to the L shell of Tethys on day 104 of 2005, in the inbound segment of Cassini's orbit.
[78] The analytical profile describes well the overall shape and depth of the microsignature. In general, fits were satisfactory for microsignatures that were not very fresh or not very diffuse. Shallow (diffuse) absorption signatures were especially difficult to fit, as the depth of the microsignature was sometimes comparable with the amplitude of fluctuations in the data. Sharp (fresh) microsignatures do not reveal the effects of diffusion in their shape, which makes difficult to extract the actual D LL . , and E6 count rates. The vertical lines on the top panel, denoted as ''Ma'' and ''Mp'' correspond to the L shell of Mimas's apoapsis and periapsis, respectively. We point out that these microsignatures helped us evaluate the contribution of penetrators in the C channels, at the distance of Mimas (section 4.2). The bottom panel shows Cassini's attitude. Several spacecraft rotations are corellated to changes in the measured count rates, as LEMMS points to different pitch angles of a region with a nonisotropic pitch angle distribution. The observed periodic spikes in the data are instrumental and not magnetospheric features. We also note that the use of the count rate as a unit for the E channel recordings is done with respect to the uncertainties in their geometrical factors and passbands, as discussed in section 4.1.
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[79] In the following plots, we include D LL values only from where we considered the fit satisfactory. The standard deviation was used as a primary criterion for the goodness of the fit. Visual inspection of the fitted curve was always necessary in order to evaluate cases where the standard deviation criterion could have been misleading (diffuse or fresh signatures) or to fine tune some predefined parameters for the fitting (e.g., the center of the microsignature).
[80] Beforehand, we investigated whether there are trends in D LL that need to be removed. We find in many cases a slight increase of D LL toward the equatorial pitch angles. An example is shown in Figure 8 . As this variation was comparable to the uncertainty of the derived D LL values, we did not apply any correction.
[81] Starting with the microsignatures seen in the C channels, we plot D LL as a function of L + DL/2 (Figure 9 ). We plot results only for Tethys, Dione, and Rhea. At Enceladus, pitch angle scattering seems important and the observed fill-in is probably a result of bimodal diffusion.
[82] Pickup ions at the core of the E ring and at Enceladus for example, could generate waves which act on electrons leading to the violation of the second adiabatic invariance. This means that particles scatter to various pitch angles so that the the microsignature evolution has two components. The calculation of the pitch angle scattering component is beyond the scope of this study, but accepting its presence means that the current estimation of D LL at Enceladus gives us only upper limits.
[83] By removing the penetrating background, we managed to reduce the upper limit for D LL at Enceladus to 4 Á 10 À9 R s 2 /s, which is a factor of two less than that given in the work of Jones et al. [2006] . No microsignature in the keV range has been found for Mimas, Janus, or Epimetheus.
[84] Figure 9 shows the results for the L-dependence of D LL for the 28-49 keV electrons. A significant scattering is seen for D LL at Tethys and Dione, which could be attributed to a number of reasons, such as temporal and spatial variations of D LL or the quality of the signal for the different events that were fitted.
[85] The D LL at Dione and Tethys are below the lower limit set by Paonessa and Cheng [1985] . This qualitatively agrees with the observed long lifetime of the microsignatures. If we only consider Dione's and Tethys's extracted D LL values, we can fit equation (4) equally well for all n ranging from 6 to 10. The single microsignature event at Rhea, however, suggests that D LL should vary as $L 10 .
[86] More Rhea events could have revealed a similar scattering as at Dione and Tethys. Krimigis et al. [1981] estimated a D LL at Rhea almost one order of magnitude less than we estimate. In combination with our results, this would give an n value between 8 and 10. The difference of one order of magnitude is within the limits of our accuracy at Rhea, due to the known deviations from simple À10 R s dipole magnetic field drifts [Birmingham, 1982] . We point out, however, that microsignature was observed only 4°a way from Rhea. Therefore the microsignature drift time was small, during which the deviations from dipole field drifts have not become significant.
[87] The L-dependence gives similar results for C0, C2 and C3 channels (not shown), where n ranges between 8 and 10.5. Our results on the L-dependence of D LL are consistent with a refilling of the energetic electron microsignatures by radial microdiffusion generated by field impulses. A pitch angle dependence of D LL , with the profile seen in Figure 8 , is theoretically expected [Walt, 1994, Figure 8.3] . In addition, our results agree with those by Cooper [1983] , where he found an $L 9 D LL dependence by assuming a Cosmic Ray Albedo Neutron Decay (CRAND) process at Saturn's rings, in order to explain the high-energy proton fluxes measured by Pioneer 11.
[88] Maybe one of the most important results are the very low D LL at Tethys and Dione. Given the fact that there is a gradient in the electron phase space density [Randall, 1994] , we relate directly the value of D LL with the time, t, that a particle needs to diffuse from L 2 to L 1 according to MogroCampero and Fillius [1976] : (4), for n = 6, 8, and 10 (dotted, dashed, and solid curve, respectively).
Our D LL estimations therefore show that 20-100 keV electrons need approximately the same time to diffuse across Dione's orbit, as the mean encounter time between Dione and these particles (T rk = 2p/w rk ). At Tethys this diffusion time is greater than T rk . This means that a radially diffusing electron will encounter Tethys and Dione at least once, if its azimuthal drift path is circular.
[89] Therefore, we should expect that a large amount of diffusing electrons are removed, starting from the orbit of Dione. A filtering effect should take place, as electrons of E $ E rk should have the largest probability to diffuse across the orbits of any icy satellite inside the orbit of Dione.
[90] LEMMS observations agree partly with this picture. Figure 10 shows sector averaged count rates of C2 and E5 channels measured during SOI. Electron count rates of the C2 channel drop one or two orders of magnitude around the L shells of Dione and Tethys (more clearly visible in the outbound sector). On the other hand, E5 fluxes increase steadily. The E5 channel measures MeV electrons that have much higher T rk than keV electrons.
[91] This typical picture of many of Cassini's orbits, is also expressed in phase space density profiles, as in the work of Randall [1994] and Rymer et al. [2007] . Still, if filtering from the moons is the source of this dropout, one would primarily expect the dropout to occur exactly on Dione's or Tethys's L shell. An alternative explanation is that this large scale dropout occurs due to electron-neutral collisions with the E ring associated neutral cloud [Randall, 1994] .
[92] A number of effects have not been discussed so far: pitch angle diffusion, asymmetric inward and outward radial diffusion and the integrated signal of an energy dispersed signature (due to the finite energy width of each channel). Pitch angle diffusion has probably more significant effects at the orbit of Enceladus . Asymmetries in inward and outward radial diffusion cannot be evaluated currently, but they did not seem to affect the quality of the fits significantly, as it is seen in Figure 7 .
[93] Energy dispersion, however, can be important. As most energy channels record electrons between values of E 1 and E 2 (E 1 < E 2 ), the signal of E 1 has drifted for less time than that of E 2 , for E i < E rk (and the opposite for E i > E rk ). Therefore the total signal of the detector is the integral of absorption regions with different lifetimes. This effect should add to the depletion of the microsignatures.
[94] The E channels have large passbands and their lowest energy close to the E rk of each icy moon ( Table 2 ). The drift time of a signature created in E 1 is much greater than that of E 2 . So, a microsignature in the E channels can be the sum effect of an absorption region that has probably vanished due to a long lifetime (E = E 1 $ E rk ), absorption regions that have only short lifetimes and account for the measured depletion (E 1 < E < E 2 ), and regions with low contribution to the total signal (E $ E 2 ), due to the typical power law shape of the energy spectrum. This effect could contribute to the erosion of microsignatures in the E detectors, if the energy spectrum at MeV energies is continuous and the spectral index value is small.
[95] We examine this by assuming a simple power law for the energy spectrum, f = f o E Àg , where g is the spectral index. We divide the energy spectrum of a few MeV in many finite energy steps, and for each energy step we calculate the respective profile of a hypothetical microsignature described by equation (3). Assuming circular drift shells, the absorption signature has contribution from electrons of all energies that the detector covers. We sum over all energies to construct the equivalent signal that a detector of passband DE would measure. D LL was assumed to be constant over this DE.
[96] Examples are shown in Figures 11 and 12 . We find that when g > 3 and E 1 is close to a Keplerian resonant energy E rk , the resultant microsignature profile is defined by the energies around E 1 + E 0 , where E 0 is around 0.2 -0.3 MeV. The microsignature can be well described by equation (3) with an equivalent D LL slightly lower than the normal. The overall microsignature is narrower than the absorption region of electron with energy E 1 .
[97] Overall, the finite DE of the detectors tends to increase the depth and reduce the width of the microsignature signal, for electrons above E rk , and the opposite for electrons below E rk , as long as the spectrum has a power law dependence (or a similar description). However, these effects are small if E 1 and E rk are not close and g > 3. Then E 1 defines the overall shape of the microsignature and the profile matches exactly the one given by equation (3), for E $ E 1 . For the 10-20 keV passbands and the low energies of the C0-C3 channels these effects are negligible.
[98] We fit equation (3) to E channel microsignatures. As the electron spectral index varies between 6 and 11 for 3 < L < 8 [Randall, 1994; Maurice et al., 1996] , fits were excellent to many microsignatures of Mimas, Enceladus, and Tethys ( Figure 13 ). E channel absorption signatures from Dione were also fitted with good results. The microsignature from Epimetheus consisted of few data points due to the very high inbound velocity of Cassini during SOI, and the fit was not successful.
[99] Only in the cases of Mimas's microsignatures were we able to extract directly the drift time and calculate a D LL of aproximately (1 ± 0.3) Á 10 À10 R s 2 /s, a value which differs less than one order of magnitude from those estimated by Van Allen et al. [1980] and Cooper [1983] . For Enceladus, Tethys, and Dione, the drift time will depend on the energy at which we assume that dominates the microsignature signal.
[100] According to our previous analysis, we assume that the dominant electron energy shaping the E4, E5, and E6 microsignatures is $0.2-0.3 MeV above the E rk at a given L shell. Again, the D LL varies as $L 10 ( Figure 14) . If we neglect D LL values at Mimas (as they correspond to energies different than the assumed energy for the other moon microsignatures), D LL varies as $L 8 .
[101] We find that in this simple, ideal picture, data should be interpreted as a sharp increase of D LL toward MeV energies. Energy dependence of D LL is theoretically permitted when the sources of radial diffusion are field impulses. Our initial analysis suggests that this is not a finite passband effect. Note that E 1 is close to Tethys's Keplerian resonant energy. The dashed curve resembles the integrated over all energies microsignature profile, normalized toward the total intensity, while sample microsignature profiles are given for certain energies (normalized toward the maximum intensity at E = E 1 ).
[102] Despite this approach being simple and straightforward, there are a number of factors not taken into account that could change the picture. We discuss these in the following section and we show that the faster depletion of the MeV microsignature signal can result from a series of other physical mechanisms.
Discussion
[103] Using LEMMS microsignature observations, we studied electron microdiffusion in the Saturnian radiation belts. For the first time we extracted a statistically significant number of D LL values from five different moons at various energy ranges. This allowed us to study the D LL dependencies with L, energy and pitch angle. In the following subsections we discuss the main results of this study and propose interpretations.
Radial Microdiffusion Source
[104] The increase of D LL with L, at all energies, is consistent with the expected power law dependence described in equation (4). The extracted value for n ranged Figure 12 . As in Figure 11 , for E 1 = 1.5 MeV and DE = 2 MeV. À10 R s 2 /s. This is almost identical to the value given by Van Allen et al. [1980] . between 8 and 10.5. The high n value shows that electron microdiffusion is driven by magnetic field impulses. This result is also supported by an observed weak equatorial pitch angle dependence of D LL . The L dependence agrees well with previous studies [Cooper, 1983] , where an $L 9 D LL dependence was found for high-energy protons, but in the same time does not support others, such as the analysis by Randall [1994] , where an $L 3 dependence was assumed to achieve fits to energetic electron phase space densities.
[105] Magnetic field impulses are sudden changes in the magnetic field followed by a slow decay toward the original field configuration. These changes violate the conservation of the third invariant and lead to the radial diffusion of the particles. In the Saturnian magnetosphere, magnetic field impulses can be imposed, for example by magnetospheric compression, due to energetic solar wind events, or by plasma injections Hill et al., 2005] . These impulses usually have an amplitude of a few nT, which explains why they cannot be effective in diffusing plasma at low L, where the background magnetic field is of the order of 10 2 -10 4 nT. [106] Physically, an observed D LL scattering can be related to its temporal variations. Such variations could be a response to changing solar wind conditions, to hot plasma injections, or even the mass loading activity from Enceladus. A highly variable (in both intensity and time) diffusion source is implied due to the over an order of magnitude D LL variability at the L shells of Dione and Tethys. At 5 -6 R s , such a source is more probably linked to plasma injections rather than to the changing solar wind conditions.
[107] A variability in the corotation fractions, f c , with time is also likely. If we imply rigid corotation at all L, then D LL increases by a factor of 1.5 to 3.0, depending on the event. Even in this case, the value of n does not fall below n = 8.
The reduction of penetrating background helped mainly in achieving better quality fits to the microsignature profiles.
[108] The diffusion source can be magnetic impulses, also if n = 8. A more general expression than equation (4) for the L-dependence of D LL in the case of field impulses can be found in the work of Walt [1994] :
Here, k corresponds to the n Àk dependence of the power spectral density of the field variation (P), where n is the drift frequency. The particle energy in this relation is included through the first adiabatic invariant, m.
[109] Using the median D LL values estimated at energies of C0 -C3 channels, we examine the dependence of D LL upon energy. We find an R 2 correlation of 0.98 at Tethys and 0.7 at Dione for a linear dependence. Owing to the large amount of penetrating radiation influencing the C4 -C7 channels, we were not able to extract D LL information for the corresponding energy ranges. The linear increase of D LL with E implies a P variation as a function of n À1 and n = 8. An evaluation of this power spectral density index could be used as an additional test for this theory. Alternative interpretations are presented in the following sections.
[110] An additional explanation is that a distributed region where high energy electrons are produced through the CRAND process [Randall, 1994] accelerates the MeV microsignature depletion. This source injects beta decay electrons at energies up to 800 keV in the source neutron rest frame and to MeV energies in the inertial frame of the Saturnian magnetosphere. Peak injection fluxes are at a few hundred keV. If indeed the CRAND electrons are also responsible for the microsignature refilling, the peak production around energies of MeV and hundreds of keV Figure 14 . Same as in Figure 9 , for fits of microsignatures seen in E6 channel. Here the solid reference curve corresponds to n = 10.5. One of the fits at Enceladus gave a much higher value than could be derived by the power law dependence of D LL . The rest of the fits agree with the an $L 10.5 law. The D LL values are higher compared to those for keV electrons, which explains the small number of detected microsignatures at MeV energies.
should be considered as a possible source of the faster microsignature depletion at these energies.
Keplerian Motion Resonance and Energy Dependence of D LL
[111] The observed increase of D LL with energy could also be explained as a filtering effect imposed by the icy moons and the neutral cloud. The complete radial diffusion equation balances sources, losses, and D LL . In the solution of the local diffusion equation that we use, no loss or source terms are included, apart from the depletion at t = 0, and radial diffusion, respectively.
[112] Other local losses and/or sources can therefore influence the value of D LL we obtain, so all three quantities must always be considered in its interpretation. For example, if a particle gets absorbed during this process, it would give the sense that it takes an infinite time to diffuse. Therefore for a collection of similar particles, the effective D LL (that we measure) would be lower than the real one.
[113] A characteristic example occurs at Saturn's main ring system. The environment within the L range of Saturn's main rings is almost empty of plasma, as this plasma is absorbed while it diffuses inward. If we would have neglected the presence of the rings, we would have measured D LL $ 0, which, of course, is not true.
[114] In a similar manner an icy moon is equivalent to a dense ring for a charged particle. The lower the mean encounter time of this moon with the particle, the more this picture is valid. Electrons at keV energies have relatively short mean encounter times with the icy moons, which means that many diffusing electrons are removed, microsignatures refill more slowly resulting in an effective D LL lower than the real one.
[115] For MeV energies and close to the Keplerian resonant energy, E rk , the mean encounter time is close to infinity. Therefore these electrons diffuse freely and the measured D LL is higher than for keV energies. Such a mechanism would produce an increase of D LL with energy, even if P $ n À2 .
[116] If this mechanism dominates, equation (5) is not completely valid: the diffusion time, t, is not estimated by the actual radial diffusion coefficient, but by an effective one. This could provide a partial explanation to the paradox that we encountered with our calculations: how can keV electrons diffuse across Dione and Tethys with such low diffusion speed implied by the estimated D LL ? The answer is that the actual D LL is probably higher.
[117] However, we expect that this mechanism does not dominate and the measured and actual D LL are not very different. The E ring is not effective in absorbing electrons at nonequatorial pitch angles, except maybe at its core. In addition, the equivalence of an icy moon with a dense ring would have been very important if electron drift shells were circular and identical with the moon L shells. Then the moon directly obscures electrons that refill the microsignature. This is contradictory to the observations by Roussos et al. [2005] of nonaxisymmetric drift shells, at least outward of Tethys.
Nonaxisymmetric Drift Shells
[118] We further investigate the observations by Roussos et al. [2005] by plotting the L displacement of Tethys's and Dione's low-energy microsignatures as a function of local time. Figures 15 and 16 clearly show a preference in the displacement direction: inward in the midnight region and outward in the noon to dusk sector. Furthermore, the displacement is greater on average at Dione compared to that at Tethys.
[119] Therefore the nonaxisymmetric drift shells are a steady situation and the observed displacements are not temporal events. We believe that these structures provide the means of transporting keV electrons past the orbits of Dione and Tethys. Figure 15 . Displacement of Tethys C channel microsignatures from the expected dipole L shell, as a function of local time. Positive displacements are away from Saturn, while negative displacements are toward Saturn. We note that most of these displacements are observed at low latitudes.
[120] Electrons drifting on these shells have a significant radial velocity that is physically different from their net L velocity due to radial diffusion. Electrons therefore only intersect the moon orbits at two locations at which absorption is possible. If the electron does not meet the moons at these locations during the time it needs to diffuse away from their region of influence, it is transported in to the inner magnetosphere by radial diffusion. That, in addition to other mechanisms, such as hot plasma injections, could explain how electrons avoid being absorbed by Tethys and Dione while diffusing inward, despite the very low D LL .
[121] Therefore we believe that a notable contribution to large-scale keV electron dropouts (Figure 10 ) comes from the partial depletion of inward diffusing electron flux on the moon surfaces, due to low radial diffusion speeds. So far electron-neutral collisions were assumed to be the only mechanism to account for this depletion. However, electron flux gradients seem too high at 6-8 R s for the relatively low densities of the E ring there. The nonaxisymmetric drift shells can explain why these dropouts do not coincide exactly with Tethys's or Dione's L shells and why we still can detect a sufficient foreground signal inside those moons' L shells.
Nonaxisymmetric Drift Shells and Energy Dependence of D LL
[122] The existence of noncircular drift shell adds even more complication in the study of the energy dependence of microsignatures but could be used to explain the shallowness of the MeV microsignatures. This is shown in Figure 17 .
[123] In this simplified sketch, a moon absorbs electrons (e.g., for E < E rk ) at the position A. The absorption signature propagates away from the moon's L shell (due to the nonaxisymmetric drift shells), on the drift shell AA 0 . The absorption region has a width comparable to the moon's diameter and a length S, which is proportional to the energy passband DE = E 2 À E 1 of a LEMMS detector.
[124] Cassini crosses this absorption region with a certain angle and samples only a few energies from this box. Assume now that some time earlier, the moon absorbed electrons at B, that move on the drift shell BB 0 6 ¼ AA 0 . As Cassini crosses the absorption region at B 0 , it samples different energies than at A 0 .
[125] This means that nonaxisymmetric drift shells could act as an energy spectrometer for microsignatures, in the same way that Mimas's eccentricity acts in the inner magnetosphere. Under certain conditions, observed microsignatures would be monoenergetic structures and our assumption that the signal has contributions from electrons of all energies that a detector covers is not adequate. The depth of a microsignature would decrease with increasing detector passband and D LL would seem high.
[126] These conditions will be quantified in a follow up study, but qualitatively we can say that the angles u A , u B and the length of the absorption region, S / DE have to be large (E channels). If the drift shells were coinciding with that of the moon, or the angles u A , u B were small, then all ''boxes'' would overlap with the result being that the observed microsignatures cover all energies of the detector range.
[127] For small DE (C channels), S is small and even if u A , u B are large, the ''boxes'' overlap. In Figure 4 for example, the L displacement difference between microsignatures of C0 -C2 (noted as DL A , DL B in Figure 17 ) are smaller than the microsignature width (case of overlapping boxes). To determine which scenario is more applicable for the E channels (monoenergetic versus nonmonoenergetic microsignatures), magnetospheric field models should be used.
[128] Practically, we can avoid the theoretical treatment of the signal structure in large passband detectors by looking at the high-energy resolution LEMMS PHA channels. These were used only qualitatively in this study to assess our results for the high D LL values at these energies. MeV electron microsignatures appeared very shallow, also in this case. This observation is in favour of faster radial micro- Figure 16 . Same as in Figure 15 , but for Dione's microsignatures. diffusion for MeV electrons, at least up to the energies of 2 MeV that PHA channels cover.
Additional Implications
[129] The existence of noncircular drift shells have even more implications: a series of modeling approaches in the past estimated plasma loss rates to the icy moon surfaces [Paonessa and Cheng, 1985; Paranicas and Cheng, 1997] . Drift shells were considered circular, and absorption escape mechanisms were related, amongst others, to the small but nonzero orbital eccentricities of the icy moons. Our results show that L displacements due to magnetospheric processes are orders of magnitude higher than the icy moon L shell variability due to the nonzero eccentricities and inclinations.
[130] A filtered electron spectrum at low L values, inferred from Voyager and Pioneer 11 studies, appeared through our analysis in many ways: (1) Very low foreground signal for electrons of tens or hundreds of keV, (2) Mimas's and Epimetheus's microsignatures appeared only in the MeV energy range, and (3) the detection percentage of microsignatures from Mimas, Janus, and Epimetheus at the MeV range, where the foreground is sufficient, was small, despite the low D LL values. Our analysis suggests that satellite sweeping of inwardly diffusing electrons has a significant contribution to this filtering. Electron collisions with neutrals are also a source.
[131] Deviations from circular drift shells are very low but still present at Enceladus. Therefore a filtering of inwardly diffusing electrons cannot be as effective at Enceladus as expected before , which implies that the core of the E ring should also contribute to this process. E ring dust clumps (e.g., at the Lagrange points) could also add to this filtering .
[132] The nonaxisymmetric drift shells at Enceladus's orbit can maybe explain why the energy spectrum inside L = 4 is not highly monoenergetic with a sharp peak around 1.5 MeV . These drift shells could be a source of absorption escape mechanism for nonresonant electrons, as in the case of Tethys and Dione.
[133] A large and dense clump was recently detected within the G ring though optical and electron absorption data [Burns et al., 2006] . Mimas and this feature could also add to the electron filtering for L < 3 and further complicate the picture. The absence of at least three expected microsignatures from Janus and Epimetheus could be related to this complexity. If the main source of a few MeV electrons at Janus and Epimetheus is inward radial diffusion, then the electron spectrum inward of the G ring would also depend on how stable the physical characteristics (density, size) of this feature are.
[134] The estimated low D LL values are also consistent with a filtering of radially diffusing electrons. Chenette and Stone [1983] and Selesnick [1993] assumed the existence of an unknown satellite or dust cloud to explain the appearance of unexpected microsignatures in the vicinity of Mimas, and a very high D LL ($10 À8 R s 2 /s) to explain the absence of some expected Mimas microsignatures.
[135] At the same time they presented spectral evidence to support the idea of a filtered electron spectrum. This is, however, contradictory to the high D LL value, as even an L 6 dependence would have meant very high radial diffusion speeds at the distances of the other icy moons, and therefore the filtering could not have been possible. Furthermore, no evidence has been forthcoming for the existence of an unknown satellite at the distance of Mimas. Low diffusion rates, which our analysis supports, are therefore required to explain the electron filtering. Figure 17 . The geometry of a microsignature detection for nonaxisymmetric drift shells (see text for explanation). In this simplified sketch drift shells are drawn as straight lines. All parameters are time dependent, as the absorption region crosses different local times. Furthermore, in this sketch its assumed that drift shells are independent of the electron energy. If the source of nonaxisymmetric drift shells is an electric field, the picture becomes more complex as electrons of different energy will follow different paths, even if they start from the same point.
Open Questions
[136] Through this study, a number of questions arise, such as which is the source of the nonaxisymmetric drift shells. The answer seems to not be straightforward. Preliminary calculations show that a solar wind induced dusk to dawn electric field, as suggested by Cooper et al. [1998] , should have a strength of more than 0.1 mV/m to account for the observed displacements. This is over an order of magnitude from the expected value within the magnetosphere of Saturn, assuming that the solar wind electric field penetrates in the inner magnetosphere with a 10% efficiency.
[137] It could be argued that this efficiency and the solar wind induced electric field vary significantly, in a way that such values can be achieved. We also note that in that case, a dusk to dawn electric field would lead to sunward E Â B drift, and maximum electron drift shell displacements inward and outward at dawn and dusk, respectively [Cooper et al., 1998 ]. The predicted effect is strongest around E rc (see Section 3.1), where steady state drift shells close on the duskside of Saturn. The measured displacements, however, are strongest around local noon and midnight, inward and outward, respectively, but still the coverage of the dawn and dusk sectors is poor. The displacements arising from a dawn to dusk electric field due to tailward mass ejections [Barbosa and Kivelson, 1983] would be opposite to the dusk to dawn case but are also inconsistent with our measurements.
[138] The displacement direction also has a similarity to the shape of the curves of equal magnetic field due to the magnetopause current disturbance. This has a form of B MP $ Lcosq at the equatorial plane, where q is measured counterclockwise from midnight. Still, one should then assume that the magnetopause current can introduce disturbances as high as 20-30 nT at Tethys and at Dione in some cases, which is almost 20-40% of the dipole field value minus an average of 10 nT ring current disturbance. This topic should be further investigated using magnetic field models.
[139] In addition, LEMMS observations of Mimas microsignatures seem to add to the mystery regarding the explanation of their detailed structure. Although the purpose of this study is not to solve the Mimas problem [Chenette and Stone, 1983] , we do stress that microsignatures are smallscale phenomena, and therefore a detailed study of their structure will depend highly on the assumptions made.
[140] For example, in the case of Mimas we assumed circular drift shells, a simple centered and spin-aligned dipole field and an equatorial orbit for the moon. Similar assumptions were made in past studies. These are adequate to explain and analyze the observed microsignatures, as we do here, but not to predict the detailed structure and the existence of all Mimas's microsignatures.
[141] From Table 1 we see that Mimas has an inclination of 1.53°. Furthermore, a possible tilt of 0.1°to 0.3°of the dipole field and a northward displacement of 0.04 R s of its source from the center would mean that at certain regions of Mimas's orbit, 85°to 95°equatorial pitch angle particles could escape absorption as they mirror below Mimas's latitude.
[142] As we are at very low L, conservation of the second adiabatic invariant means that pitch angle distributions are more equatorial, and therefore a considerable percentage of electron flux would escape absorption. Such a mechanism could explain, for example, the absence of some of the expected Mimas microsignatures. As there have not been any close flybys of Mimas to date, we should also keep an open mind for possible unique interaction characteristics at this moon (due to a possible weak atmosphere, conducting interior, etc.), that could further complicate the picture.
[143] Furthermore, as the filtering of the electron spectrum at Enceladus could be modulated by the state of the neutral gas and dust cloud at and the shape of the electron drift shells there (which both could be variable), the resulting electron spectrum at Mimas might be also variable and cannot be standardized. In this case, it would be interesting to investigate if the electron spectrum shape at Mimas could be used as an index of the magnetospheric state or even Enceladian activity.
[144] Finally, the good agreement of our D LL values and L-dependence with those given by Cooper [1983] for highenergy protons is consistent with no dependence of these parameters by particle species. This could be further investigated with the more statistically significant proton measurements by LEMMS in a follow-up study.
Summary
[145] Our analysis of energetic electron microsignatures in the Saturnian radiation belts reveals a high n, L dependence of D LL and an increase of its value toward equatorial pitch angles. This evidence justifies that electron microdiffusion that refills the microsignatures, and partly accounts for transporting electrons at low L, is driven by magnetic field pulsations.
[146] We associate the measurements of low D LL values at L < 6.5 to large-scale dropouts in keV electron fluxes. These values imply that electrons have large lifetimes inward of Dione's and Tethys's L shells and therefore have a substantial probability of being absorbed while diffusing. This gives rise to a keV electron filtering and results in a highly structured and peaked spectrum in the MeV range at low L. Our analysis of the LEMMS penetrating background and the absorption features from Mimas and Epimetheus confirms the existence of this peculiar spectrum.
[147] The filtering comes from successive absorption of diffusing, non Keplerian resonant electrons at Dione, Tethys, and Enceladus, and losses at the E ring. As, however, nonaxisymmetric drift shells are found even at the distance of Enceladus, we believe that large contribution to the filtering comes from the core of the E ring.
[148] The nonaxisymmetric drift shells are needed to explain a series of observations, such as why the large-scale dropouts at Tethys and Dione do not coincide with their L shells and how can electrons avoid these two moons, despite the large lifetime around their orbits.
[149] The study of the D LL energy dependence showed that interpretation of the data should primarily take into account the large passbands of LEMMS MeV electron detectors and the exact structure of the nonaxisymmetric drift shells. In the absence of a quantitative description of the drift shells, we discussed two scenarios.
[150] In the first we assume that drift shell deviation from axisymmetry is large and causes drift shells to act as an energy spectrometer for microsignatures. Here, the large passbands of MeV detectors dominate as an explanation of the low lifetime of MeV microsignatures. In the second scenario these deviations are small and the observed microsignature is a sum of absorption at all covered energies from the detector. Here, an increase of D LL with energy is the most suitable explanation. PHA channel microsignatures show that such an energy dependence probably exists, and the mechanism of the first scenario intensifies at some level the fast depletion of MeV microsignatures.
[151] The observed nonaxisymmetric drift shells disagree to some extent with past work where icy moon eccentricities and inclinations were considered important for the calculation of the total plasma loss on the moon surfaces. It turns out that their effect is negligible when compared with noncircular drift shells imposed by magnetospheric processes.
[152] Uncertainties in our work can be linked to time variability of physical parameters (D LL , corotation speed), or to instrumental issues (penetrating radiation, accurate passbands, etc.) which are unavoidable. We are confident, however, that the big picture that comes out from our results is not affected. We do stress that our results and interpretations will probably not be sufficient to explain in detail every absorption signature that we observe. It is the statistical significance of our study that we take advantage of and we believe it smooths out the effects of exceptional single events that would probably require separate and detailed analysis.
[153] Finally, a number of outstanding questions resulted from the analysis of electron microsignatures. For example, what is the source of the nonaxisymmetric drift shells, how is microdiffusion controlled by the solar wind parameters, injections, or Enceladian activity, and what determines the exact characteristics of the inner moon microsignatures? What is the relative contribution of satellites and the E ring at L < 8? We believe that icy moon absorption signatures will be an extremely valuable tool in our attempts to get answers, since as this study showed, they can be used to effectively probe a series of dynamical processes in the Saturnian magnetosphere.
